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Preamble
Since its foundation over 7 decades ago, the Islamic Movement has been
an important component of the Jordanian political arena. It has had significant
intellectual, political, cultural, societal, developmental, educational & Da’wah
contributions, sharing with the entire people the process of building the state &
maintaining Jordan’s political entity. It has made several substantial achievements,
reflecting its ambitions & objectives which stem from dedication to the country &
Ummah, neither factional nor exclusive.
As an integral part of Jordan, in particular, & the Ummah, in general, the
Islamic Movement has shouldered the responsibilities of both & countered the
challenges of all stages succeeding at times, failing at others. However, it always
strived to enhance the elements of national strength. It also managed to develop
performances, correct mistakes & derive lessons from successes & failures alike.
In seeking wisdom, it learns from others’ experiences to prioritize the interests of
the country.
In its st&s & approaches, the Islamic Movement emanates from the message
of our glorious Islam, its rich literature & the heritage of its pioneers in the fields
of intellect, politics, social activity, culture, development, education & Da’wah,
especially those of the founder Hassan Al-Benna. In addition, it takes from the
achievements of the Arab, Muslim & human civilizations as sources of inspiration
& enrichment. According to the Noble Quran: “Allah calls to the Home of Peace,and
He guides whom He pleases to a straight path” (10:25).
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First: Motives
The present document is aimed at introducing a genuine picture of the Islamic
Movement’s thought, current policies, approaches, principles, objectives, methods
& stands with regard to basic issues & relation with the other at different levels.
The following constitute the key motives behind issuing the present document
at this stage:
1) The Islamic Movement believes that Islam seeks to achieve people’s
interests & civilize the earth. Although the political thought of Islam has
constant foundations & general frameworks, it enjoys flexibility according
to the circumstances of each stage, reasons for renewal & development &
positive adaptation at the level of policies, approaches & mechanisms.
2) In the last few years, Jordan, in particular, & the Middle East, in general,
have seen significant developments, with which the Islamic Movement
interacted. Therefore, it has become extremely necessary to manifest the
Islamic Movement’s thought, vision, approaches & stands related to such
changes & announce its policies in building relations at different levels
that would display its asset of expertise in several aspects of national, Arab,
Islamic & human action.
3) Some extremist ideas & violent practises rose in the region, while some
biased parties tried to confuse matters, distort stances & falsely condemn
the moderate Islamic approaches. That stresses the need to display
the Islamic Movement’s moderate ways in terms of thought, policies &
practises, in addition to highlighting its important role in protecting the
society from the evil of such extremist attitudes.
4) The Islamic Movement wishes to eliminate any stereotypes or
contradictions with reference to key issues & basic approaches. Thus, the
present document attempts to build a unified vision & understanding
within the Islamic Movement. In the meantime, the door is wide open
for the freedom of reasoning & exchange of thoughts in a bid to produce
mature decisions & improve performance.
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Second: Foundations
The following are the central foundations of the Political Charter of the Islamic
Movement:
1) The Islamic Movement of Jordan is a patriotic group that is deeply rooted
in belonging to the Arab nation, committed to the principles of Islam &
moderate in methodology; it aims at contributing to the advancement
& inclusive reform of the country as well as the civilizational renaissance
project of the Ummah.
2) Islam is the religion of the state. In its nature, Islam is moderate, open,
motivating, uniting to the Ummah & expressive of its thought & cultural
identity.
3) Jordan is an independent, sovereign state, which belongs to the Arab
nation & Ummah & interacts in a positive manner with humanity.
4) The Jordanian people are part of the Arab nation & Ummah. The Jordanian
national identity, in its Arab & Islamic cultural background, is inclusive &
superior to any minor identities. The Jordanian higher interests shall be
above any partial interests.
5) The unity of the Jordanian people & the sovereignty of the Jordanian land
shall be safeguarded against all form of fragmentation on any religious,
racial, sectarian, societal or factional basis.
6) The Jordanian people are the source of authority; the values of Justice,
freedom & equality in rights & responsibilities shall be the basis of good
governance; Shura & democracy shall be the means of representation of
the public will.
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Third: National Interests
The state’s higher national interests are characterized by long-term persistence
& stability, in contrast with policies & priorities, which may change depending on
circumstances.
The following constitute Jordan’s higher national interests:
1) A cross-national identity, with a strongly coherent community & unified
front to counter internal & external threats.
2) A deep sense of belonging to, & interaction with, the Arab nation & the
Ummah, along with active global presence in terms of effective, balanced
& varied regional & international relations & partnerships.
3) A modern, developed state, by means of advanced legislation & civilized
practises.
4) A powerful economy, in terms of sustainability, premium investment
of human & natural resources, in a bid to attain economic security, selfsufficiency, welfare & decent life for society.
5) Security & political stability to protect Jordan from the threat of Zionism &
to support the Palestinian people’s struggle for liberation & ending of the
occupation.
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Fourth: General Political Objectives
The Islamic Movement of Jordan, in cooperation with other national
components, aims at achieving several strategic objectives in serving the country’s
advancement, mainly:
1) Spreading Islamic thought & raising intellectual & political awareness to
resume life based on the principles of Islam.
2) Consolidating the spirit of openness, cooperation & dialogue to resolve
disputes, while countering the culture of hatred & chauvinism.
3) Contributing to the comprehensive building of the human personality,
based on the principles of faith, culture & values of the Ummah.
4) Contributing to the safeguarding of the country’s independence,
achievement of its higher interests & consolidation of its stability, strength
& overall national security to make it powerful & united against all internal
& external threats.
5) Promoting the spirit of moderation in society, while combating intellectual,
political & communal extremism & radicalization.
6) Contributing to the achievement of good governance & the state of
citizenship, justice, freedom, equal opportunity to make Jordan politically
advanced by adopting civil rule & plurality with Islam as its reference,
leading to a state of law & institutions, where human rights are respected
& people are the source of authority.
7) Enhancing national unity, building community partnerships & fighting all
forms of division.
8) Expanding the citizens’ participation in politics & choice of their
representatives & community leaderships.
9) Defending the freedom of opinion & expression for all citizens, regardless of
their ideological, political & cultural backgrounds & perspectives, & maintaining
public freedoms without harming the identity & beliefs of the Ummah.
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10) Contributing to the advancement of the national economy, achieving
comprehensive & sustainable development & fighting all forms of political,
economic, administrative & social corruption.
11) Contributing to social reform, effective countering of community
challenges, maintaining the positive values & habits of the Jordanian
society & safeguarding the family as the basic social component.
12) Consolidating Jordan’s presence at the Arab, Islamic & international levels,
& supporting the diversity of its political options & positive & balanced
regional & international ties.
13) Emphasizing the central role of the youth in building the county.
14) Enhancing the role of women at all levels of representation & performance.
15) Supporting the steadfastness of the Palestinian people in their fair
struggle for liberation & independence, in their right to resist the crimes
of the occupation & in their fight against the threat of the expansionist
Zionist project, which also constitutes a menace to Jordan, in particular, &
the Ummah, in general.
16) Supporting all the fair Arab, Islamic & other human issues, rejecting
oppression, aggression & violation of peoples’ rights & freedoms &
supporting the right of people in liberation & resistance of aggression
worldwide.
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Fifth: General Political Principles & Approaches
The Islamic Movement adopts straightforward principles that spring from its
own set of thoughts, values & political practise. Among these are the following:

1. Justice:
Justice is a supreme value & integral pillar for the stability & development of
societies. Thus, individuals & public & private bodies are all expected to uphold
such a value in their internal & external relations. Allah says in the Noble Quran:
“Let not the hatred of others to you make you swerve to wrong & depart from
justice. Be just: that is next to piety: & fear God. For God is well-acquainted with all
that you do” (5:8).
The Islamic Movement stresses the importance of justice in religious, moral
& human terms, which it strives to promote & achieve as a methodology to deal
with everyone. It believes that justice is a key to consolidate the power of the state
& society as well as enhance the feeling of security, satisfaction & equality, rather
than oppression & fear.
The Islamic Movement considers equality of rights & responsibilities a right for
everyone. In contrast, discrimination on the basis of race, sex or religion, intellect,
culture or politics is seen as contradictory to justice & a degradation to human
dignity. Thus, the Islamic Movement seeks social justice & fights any internal &
external calls for discrimination.
2. Freedom:
The freedom of opinion, thought, faith & expression is a right guaranteed for
everyone. Laws & their applications shall include & enhance personal & public
freedoms & prevent any confiscation or breach of them.
In accordance with the Islamic Movement’s thought & perspective, freedom is
a natural human right, which may not be confiscated or limited unless it breaches
others’ freedoms or rights, the Ummah’s beliefs or the society’s rights, identity or
values.
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The Islamic Movement emphasizes the state’s role to guarantee the religious,
intellectual, political, media & social freedoms for all citizens. Such freedoms shall
not be usurped, breached or reduced. On the other hand, opinions & convictions
shall not be imposed by force on the other by whatever party.

3. Plurality & diversity:
Racial, religious, intellectual, cultural, political & social differences constitute a
natural phenomenon. Allah says in the Noble Quran: “If your Lord had wished, He
would have made mankind into one community, but they will not stop disagreeing,
except for those to whom your Lord has shown mercy. For that reason did He
create them” (11:118-119).
Accordingly, not only is plurality inseparable from freedom, but it is also an
element of enrichment, positive interaction & enhancement to the power of the
society. Plurality shall not fragment the state, weaken national coherence nor
cause any conflict on ideological, political, sectarian or racial basis.
The Islamic Movement stresses respect for diversity & plurality in all aspects
of national action, acceptance of the other, discard of hate speech, & promotion
of the spirit of cooperation. That would lead to cross-national partnership &
agreement, prioritizing & serving higher interests, enhancing social cohesion,
consolidating rules of joint national efforts against challenges & contributing to a
better future.
As the Islamic Movement highlights national partnership & cooperation, it
rejects unilateralism as well as excluding, criminalizing, despising or demonizing
the other.
4. Public Political Participation:
Shura is a key pillar of Islamic thought. Allah says in the Noble Quran: “…those
who conduct their affairs by (Shura) mutual consultation” (42:38). Those societies
which adopt Shura & democracy as an established political system in managing
the state & choosing the government are more able to realize authority-people
harmony, balance between powers, assure the unity of the society & unite the
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national front against challenges.
Participation in political, community & development action is an integral right
for citizens & national powers, an important constitutional right & a fundamental
element to advance the political process. It is the state, with all its institutions,
that shall be committed to consolidating such a right & eliminating any barrier to
effective public participation.
As the Islamic Movement adopts effective & meaningful participation in service
of country & citizens, it affirms its openness to all public & private organizations &
their commitment to enhance & encourage political & community participation.
The Islamic Movement believes that, in order to involve citizens in political,
community & service efforts, citizens shall have trust in the usefulness of their
participation in achieving a better reality. That requires serious determination,
modern legislation & transparent election procedures leading to institutions
which actually represent the will of the people. Such a will shall be taken seriously
by the state institutions & shall not be harmed in terms of methods or outcomes.

5. Political Opposition:
Democratic countries adopt shadow governments & consider opposition an
integral part of the political system & a key partner to develop political performance.
On the other hand, the opposition in such countries play an important role in
monitoring the performance of the executive authority.
According to the Islamic Movement, opposition is a political practice in Shura
& democratic terms necessitated by certain conditions, but it is not a constant
approach. In other words, it shall be positive & constructive to monitor faults &
problems & call for change & reform.
6. Violence, extremism & terror:
Firstly, violence, in all its forms, is rejected, whether carried out by individuals,
institutions or governments, & whether targeting individuals or public or private
institutions. To settle disputes, the rule of law shall be implemented. In the
meantime, any flaws in legislation or mechanisms shall be seriously addressed.
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Secondly, extremism is a plague which afflicts all societies & may be adopted
by those of any religion, race, thought or political ideology. As for its motives, they
could be intellectual, political, economic, social or psychological.
Thirdly, terror is condemned & unacceptable as an illegal practice, including
threatening to use, violence, or spreading of fear among people or subjecting
lives of civilians to danger, whether carried out by individuals, groups or states.
The Islamic Movement affirms that extremism & radicalization are condemned
& unacceptable in religious, moral & human terms, & that they jeopardize the
stability & civil peace of communities. Intellectual extremism, in particular, often
paves the way for destructive behavioural terror. Thus, the Islamic Movement
considers the combat against, & protection from, such plagues an obligation of
its own & all the powers of the society & the Ummah.
The law shall rule & all parties shall play a role in promoting civil peace. To this
end, it is unacceptable to use violence or force as a means to enforce change or
political influence, manage political disputes or impose intellectual perspectives
& opinions.
The Islamic Movement believes that persuasion & promotion of ideas is the
acceptable way to introduce political influence & social change. It also believes in
dialogue as a civilized means to address differences & reach national agreement
with governmental & non-governmental organizations.
The Islamic Movement believes that there are basic methods to reduce
violence, extremism & terror & eliminate their incubators, such as: enhancing
openness & co-existence, accepting the other’s opinions, promoting intellectual
& political moderation, expanding freedom & expression of opinion, promoting
political participation, combating corruption, consolidating Shura & democracy,
ensuring the independence of the judiciary & separation of authorities. In any
case, while stressing the above methods, violence, extremism & terror shall not
be justified at all.
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7. Right to Resist the Occupation:
Aggression & the use of force to occupy other people’s land & deprive them
from their freedom is a horrible crime against human dignity & a major threat to
the stability of societies, regional security & international peace.
On the other hand, the resistance to aggression to liberate a land from
foreign occupation is a natural, legitimate right guaranteed by divine messages,
international agreements & human conventions.
The Islamic Movement rejects all forms of aggression, occupation & illegal use
of force between states & political entities. It affirms the right of all the oppressed
peoples to attain freedom, dignity, independence, self-determination & resistance
to end an occupation. These peoples enjoy a natural right in religious, moral &
human terms to resist the occupation with all legitimate means in a bid to achieve
liberation & put an end to aggression.
The Islamic Movement supports, in particular, the Palestinian people’s right
of resistance to the Zionist occupation. As the Islamic Movement considers the
Palestinian cause a fair Arab, Islamic & human issue, it believes that supporting the
Palestinian people to end the occupation by several means is a religious, patriotic,
moral & human obligation worldwide.
8. State of Citizenship:
National unity & identity are well-established fundamentals to build a stable
& prosperous modern state. Belonging to ones country is given priority over any
other minor identities.
The Medina Document prepared by Prophet Mohammad (Peace Be Upon
Him) comes on the top of literature which sets the basis for the state of citizenship
& the rules of the society. First, it regulated ties between different religious, racial
& social communities. Second, it considered society as one national state in
solidarity, with all its citizens enjoying equal rights & obligations & upholding the
responsibility for safeguarding the society against any external threat. Thirdly, it
guaranteed their rights & freedoms & confirmed respect of diversity & plurality.
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The state of citizenship shall not discriminate between citizens in terms of
rights & responsibilities on the basis of sex, belief, race, sect, geographical territory
or political affiliation. Everyone shall be equal before the law.
It shall also be based on justice, respect of religious, intellectual, political, social
& cultural rights & consolidate institutionalism, rule of law, independence of the
judiciary, separation of powers & peaceful exchange & transmission of authority.
In addition, it shall adopt free & fair election as a means for choice in a bid to apply
the constitutional principle: “People are the source of authority/power.”
As the Islamic Movement adopts the concept of the state of citizenship, it
rejects dealing with segments of the society in terms of minority & majority. There
is no room for the concept of minority in the state of citizenship & law, for every
citizen is a partner in the county with equal rights & obligations.

9. The Jordanian Constitution;
The constitution is the top legal document in the state, which shall be
superior to any legislation. It represents the social contract & reference for the
entire people. It is also characterized by stability & relative persistence. However,
it may be amended & altered when development or update is required or when
imbalances need to be solved.
The Islamic Movement considers the Jordanian Constitution a central &
advanced document. It believes that it shall be respected & its principles observed
by all individuals, officials, public institutions & civil society organizations.
The Islamic Movement believes that it is the right of the people & national
institutions to make the amendments they find necessary to develop the
Constitution after a national dialogue which results in societal agreement. That
would facilitate coping with major shifts as well as consolidate an advanced
pluralistic political system based on the rules that Islam is the religion of the state
& the people are the source of powers & authorities.
10. National Security:
National security is an inclusive concept that includes political, economic,
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social & psychological dimensions. It can be achieved & maintained through the
integrated responsibility of public institutions, NGO’s & citizens. In other words,
each is an integral partner to attain, safeguard & enhance security. Allah highlights
inclusive security in the Noble Quran when He says: “Let them worship the Lord of
this House, Who provides them with food against hunger, & with security against
fear” (106:3-4).
The Islamic Movement, on the one hand, affirms the vital role of the public
security institutions in protecting the society, safeguarding personal rights &
achieving stability & advancement of the society & state, based on specialization
& within the constitution & human rights frame. On the other hand, the Islamic
Movement adopts the integrated concept of national security, in a way that
maintains freedoms & civil & political rights. It stresses the role of national
partnership to achieve it & considers itself a central player to promote &
safeguard national security. This is everyone’s national duty to perform within the
constitution & the law.

11. Inclusive Reform:
Inclusive reform, in terms of necessary development of legislation, structures &
mechanisms for rule & administration, is a national necessity for the advancement
of the society. It would enhance institutionalism, Shura & democracy, rule of
law, public participation, & separation of powers, political plurality & peaceful
transmission of authority & achieve comprehensive development in the political,
economic, social, cultural & educational aspects.
Reform, in its inclusive sense, starting with politics, is a source of strength &
a national interest for all parties: the rulers & the ruled. There are no losers, for it
does not favour any party. It empowers the state in all its components & displays
the society’s vitality & will for development.
The Islamic Movement believes that it is the responsibility of all parties – officials,
citizens, public institutions & NGO’s – to achieve reform & overcome all relevant
obstacles. According to the Noble Quran, one of the prophets announces: “I desire
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nothing but reform so far as I am able” (11:88). That requires everyone’s conviction
of its significance & actual will to achieve it. It also necessitates bridging the gap
between the government & the people to reach a settlement for a peaceful, safe &
gradual track, far away from all forms of violence or imposing opinions on the people.
The Islamic Movement adopts national dialogue & promotion of diversity as
a way to attain reform, away from stubbornness or bias for any party’s internal or
factional interests. National interests are above any minor or partial interests.
For the Islamic Movement, corruption, in all its political, administrative,
financial & social forms, is rejected & considered a major factor of destruction to
the society & national economy. In fact, economic & political development can
only be achieved by true will & legislation to fight corruption, stop corruptors,
adopt transparency, improve the investment environment, concentrate on
production & fair distribution of wealth.

12. Women:
Women constitute a central pillar of the building & advancement of society in all
fields. They are integral partners in political, economic, social & cultural development.
They enjoy all national rights, as they are required to perform all duties.
On the one hand, the Islamic Movement highlights the integrated &
complementary roles of men & women, consolidating amity & mercy between
them with the family performing the noble duty of parenting since it is the basic
unit of the community. On the other hand, it stresses the women’s role in bringing
up the generations, safeguarding morals & values & advancing society. It strongly
supports the efforts aimed at enhancing their role in national development &
sustainability in all fields.
13. Youth:
Youth are the core element & active power of society. They are the source of
its advancement & vitality as well as the prime defender against all threats. They
are also the target of reform, which may not be fully achieved if they are absent
or marginalized.
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The Islamic Movement backs all the efforts aimed at enhancing their role,
boosting their opportunities, raising them in accordance with the Arab & Islamic
values, maintaining their cultural ties & encouraging their participation in building
their country & society on the basis of complementary roles.
The Islamic Movement stresses action to build a balanced youth personality
based on the values of righteousness, good, justice, honesty, freedom, democracy
& Shura. To this end, appropriate legislation shall be set, a cultural & educational
methodology adopted & youth institutions expanded & developed, in a way that
encourages their ambitions, capacities & creativity in all scientific, cultural & athletic
fields. It also highlights involving them in political & social action by creating
suitable environments that do not waste their energy in delusional conflicts.

14. Education, Research, Renewal & Creativity:
As the Islamic Movement believes that the human beings are basically
created to develop the earth & accomplish the advancement of their countries,
it is doubtless that change into the better is a natural necessity of life. Thus,
renewal, innovation & positive adaptation with developments are characteristics
of successful persons & societies which enjoy vitality & open-mindedness.
The Islamic Movement emphasizes the importance of the development of the
educational process & curricula in harmony with the Arab & Islamic values, culture
& identity & the recent human inventions & technologies, & the advancement of
teachers’ qualifications & training.
It also highlights the role of public education institutions & NGO’s in securing
the appropriate environment & necessary requirements to promote research,
encourage creativity & launch positive individual initiatives to improve the state
of education.
Since adopting & sponsoring innovators & distinguished persons are key policies
to contribute to an advanced future of the homeland, a generous financial budget
should be dedicated to promote research, creativity & distinguished talents.
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Sixth: Political Relations
The Islamic Movement adopts several policies in managing its ties at different
national, Arab, Islamic & international levels, mainly:

1. National Level:
As a national group which prioritizes Jordanian interests within its Arab & Islamic
affiliation, the Islamic Movement builds bridges with different official & public
parties. It seeks cooperation & partnership with all national approaches to empower
the country, accomplish the integration of roles & consolidate national unity.
Firstly, with regard to the official side, the Islamic Movement highlights
openness to all levels, on top of which is the King. It seeks a positive relation with
the state institutions based on coordination, cooperation, initiatives & practical
programmes & providing advice for the public interest. In view of the religious &
national obligation, the Islamic Movement has the right to criticize the policies &
measures which do not serve the national higher interests.
Secondly, the Islamic Movement considers itself an integral part & servant,
but not a custodian, of society. Thus, it focuses on the practical aspect of its
own performance, by means of proposing cross-national initiatives to enhance
political, economic & social development as well as counter challenges to the
state & society.
Thirdly, the Islamic Movement affirms its openness to all powers, political
parties, public bodies & civil society institutions. It respects all distinct thoughts
& is keen on cooperation with each party to unite the national efforts towards
development & the achievement of the Jordanian people’s ambitions.
Along with all national parties, the Islamic Movement attempts to build
the national consensus, which covers all intellectual, political, social & cultural
approaches, regardless of their different perspectives. While the adoption of
different opinions is a legitimate & safeguarded right, cooperation can be achieved
in the areas of agreement, which are much wider than areas of disagreement.
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2. The Palestinian Cause:
The relation between Jordan & the Palestinian cause is a very special one.
While Palestine represents the Ummah’s central political issue, it is considered a
question of brotherhood & common destiny for the Jordanians.
The Islamic Movement believes that Palestine is a national issue for
the Jordanians, due to overlapping factors like brotherhood, geography &
demography. On the other hand, common religion, heritage & history as well as
neighbourhood make the two peoples like twins in special solidarity.
The Zionist occupation of Palestine, which constitutes an extremely ugly form
of colonization, targets Jordan’s land, people & entity. The Islamic Movement,
like all the Jordanians, considers this occupation as the major strategic threat
to the kingdom, in particular, & the present & future of the Ummah, in general.
Therefore, it is a national, pan-Arab & Islamic responsibility to counter the threat
of the expansionist Zionist project. Everyone should support the steadfastness,
resistance & struggle of the Palestinians, as they represent the first defence line
for Jordan & the entire Ummah.
The Islamic Movement backs the Palestinian people’s right to the entire national
soil from the River Jordan to the Mediterranean & affirms the sovereignty of the
Palestinian land & the unity of the Palestinian people. It highlights enhancing
the Palestinian national unity as a main lever to counter the occupation, while it
rejects any attempt to incite disputes between the Palestinians.
The Islamic Movement affirms that enhancing Jordan’s strength constitutes a
significant support to the Palestinian people’s steadfastness & counters the plots
which target both lands.
The Islamic Movement rejects any agreement or treaty which affects the rights
of the Palestinian people or grants legitimacy to the occupation. It also rejects
any attempts for official & public normalization with this aggressive, illegitimate
occupation. In addition, it warns against any acts of penetration by this enemy to
remove the psychological barrier of rejection to its temporary presence on the
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land of Palestine. It is open to cooperate with all national, Arab & Islamic powers
to resist the threats of normalization on Jordan, in particular, & the Ummah, in
general.
As for Jerusalem, the Islamic Movement affirms the importance of countering
the plans targeting the special cultural status of the city & protecting Al-Aqsa
Mosque & the other holy places from any altering or changes by the occupation.
With regard to the Palestinian refugees, the Islamic Movement affirms that
their right to return to their homes shall not be conceded, reduced or considered
void. Such a right shall be supported in the face of all the dubious plans to abolish
it in the form of alternative homelands. On the other hand, the refugees shall
enjoy a dignified life wherever they reside.

3. Arab & Islamic Relations:
Jordan is part of the Arab nation & Ummah & shall seek unity & integration,
so that the Arab & Muslim countries would be strong, advanced & more able to
counter threats & challenges.
The Islamic Movement highlights enhancing Jordan’s role in the Arab & Muslim
milieu. Jordan is expected to make positive contributions in uniting the Ummah
& resolving inter-state disputes, while avoiding any involvement in conflicting
regional alliances.
The Islamic Movement supports Jordan’s openness to Arab & Muslim countries.
It believes that serving Jordan’s higher interests is achieved by adopting a policy
of balanced & diversified options & relations with different parties.
The Islamic Movement highlights the unity of the Arab & Muslim stand acting
as one front in facing challenges & managing ties with regional & international
powers. It rejects any attempts to split or weaken the Ummah on any religious,
sectarian or racial basis.
The Islamic Movement supports the Arab & Muslim people to enjoy a decent
life & their rights of justice, freedom, Shura & democracy. It affirms respecting
the Arab & Muslim countries’ sovereignty, independence & choice of people, & it
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rejects imposing custodianship, hegemony & foreign intervention in the affairs
of the Ummah. It believes that the relations between Arab & Muslim neighbours
shall be based on cooperation & mutual respect, while dialogue & diplomacy shall
be adopted to resolve disputes.
The Islamic Movement encourages any form of joint Arab & Muslim cooperation
& highlights activating their institutions, mainly the Arab League & Organization
of the Islamic Conference. It calls for the reform of their internal structures &
development of their performance to serve the Arab & Muslim issues, act as a
symbol of unity & enhance their role in coordinating their member states’ efforts.
Their mechanisms shall be modified in political, economic, military & cultural
aspects & their role shall focus on resolving disputes between their member states
on the basis of justice, brotherhood & peoples’ interests. The joint Arab defence
treaty shall also be revived, based on rejecting intervention in the states’ affairs &
protection of their independence.

4. International Relations:
Jordan is part of the international community & belongs to a wide human
world, on which it shall have a positive impact.
The Islamic Movement supports enhancing Jordan’s relations with all the
world countries, except for the Zionist occupation. Jordan shall have a broad
network of balanced international relations on the basis of positive interaction,
away from submission to any world power or the contradictions & conflicts of
international axes.
The Islamic Movement highlights international cooperation, human contact &
combat of aggressive, isolationist & racist tendencies which threaten world peace
& stability. It calls for the consolidation of the values of justice & freedom & respect
for the states’ sovereignty & cultural uniqueness. It also highlights resolving interstate disputes by means of dialogue, away from the use of force.
The Islamic Movement affirms all the peoples’ right to freedom, justice, dignity,
advancement & maintaining national & land sovereignty.
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The Islamic Movement highlights the role of international organizations
in resolving disputes, protecting world peace & building a human community
which prioritizes the values of freedom, justice, equality & human rights. It calls for
developing the structures of such institutions, especially the UN, & reconsidering
their mechanisms in a way that achieves balance & fairness & puts an end to the
current status which allows major countries to control & protect themselves & allies
from accountability. The state of affairs now is paralyzing such organizations from
keeping international stability while allowing aggressive states to get away from
punishment. Finally, it calls for limiting the action of international organizations
to their assigned roles, away from intervening in the states’ internal affairs, or
submitting to the political & cultural agendas of some dominant world powers.
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